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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
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1.1. Introduction
This Security Guide is provided to you as an easy introduction and an ongoing
reference tool for all staff working at Essendon Airport. Information in this guide covers
everything you need to know to help keep Essendon Airport safe and secure.
You should read and understand the contents to be prepared for any security incident.
This guide summarises your security responsibilities. A positive security culture is one
of the more important aspects of effective security. It is very important that all Airport
employees undertake security awareness training to understand basic airport security
measures; your obligations and what you are expected to do; and how to report
suspicious activity, crime and security breaches.
The Australian Government introduced the Aviation Transport Security Act 2004 and
Aviation Transport Security Regulations 2005, which outline the minimum security
requirements to be achieved in the aviation sector.

1.2. Conditions of Entry
Essendon Airport Pty Ltd (EAPL) is required to comply with security directives from the
Office of Transport Security (OTS); therefore security measures implemented by
Essendon Airport are subject to change without notice. It is a condition of entry to the
Essendon Airport site that all persons are required to comply with security directives.
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SECTION 2 – MOVING THROUGH SECURE AREAS
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2.1. Entering Airside
You will know you are in a secure area when you have passed through a locked door,
gate or screening point displaying Commonwealth signage. To enter and remain in the
area you must display your valid Aviation Security Identification Card (ASIC) at all
times. Your access is monitored and recorded on Essendon Airport’s Security Access
Control System. Compliance is actively enforced by Essendon Airport Operations
Officers and the Office of Transport Security (OTS).
YOU MUST:
•

Display your ASIC between shoulder and above waist height on the
front or side of your body.

•

Deny access to anyone without approved and valid security
identification.

•

Contact CAR 1 on 0418 335 549 if you see someone not displaying a
valid identification card.

•

Report any suspicious activity, persons, or unattended items to
Essendon Airport.

YOU MUST NOT:
•

Force any door or access point which your access card does not let you
through, as this constitutes a security breach. Doors in the terminal are
monitored. You may lose your ASIC and / or Terminal Access Card for
misuse or unauthorised use.

•

Allow people to tailgate you, unless you are the designated person
supervising a Visitor Identification Card (VIC) holder.

•

Let anyone else use your security identification or access card. This
constitutes a serious security breach and will lead to the confiscation of
your security and identification access card and denial of access to
security areas at Essendon Airport.
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2.2. Secure Areas at Essendon Airport
Airside Security Area

Each security controlled airport has an airside area known as the Airside Security
Zone (ASZ) or the Security Restricted Area (SRA), where critical aviation operations
are conducted and security is more tightly regulated. At Essendon Airport the ASZ and
SRA cover the same geographical areas.
As aircraft are operated from the SRA, this area is very tightly controlled. You can only
enter the SRA if you have been specifically authorised to do so.
Everyone must properly display a valid ASIC or VIC. You must challenge anyone who
is not wearing appropriate identification.
VIC holders must be supervised by a valid ASIC holder. Persons found without
appropriate supervision must be reported to CAR 1. Unauthorised vehicles are also
prohibited from access. Unauthorised people and / or vehicles may be escorted from
the SRA by Essendon Airport staff; breaches will incur penalties.
To access, you must:
•

Display your ASIC / VIC properly at all times

•

Have authorisation to enter the area

•

Have duties to perform in the SRA

•

Be on duty

•

Not tailgate

•

Not allow anyone to tailgate you, and

•

Not meet and greet friends, relatives or colleagues.
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Landside Security Area

This area covers both the Sterile Area and Fuel storage facility.
The purpose of the Sterile Area is to prevent passengers from taking weapons, or other
prohibited items, on board an aircraft. Therefore all persons and goods entering the sterile
area (ie not just passengers and their carry-on luggage) are required to be screened and
kept segregated from non-screened people and goods. All items entering the Sterile Area
must be screened and cleared including food and beverages for retail outlets.
If you enter via the screening point, you must be screened and cleared. Unauthorised,
unscreened people will be removed by security officers from the sterile area; breaches will
incur penalties.
Sterile Area access:
•

Be screened and cleared (unless exempted)

•

Have authorisation to enter the area Have duties to perform in the Sterile
Area Not carry any sharp, prohibited items, weapons or dangerous goods into
the Sterile area unless exempt

•

Display your ASIC / VIC properly at all times

•

Challenge anyone not displaying a valid ASIC, and

•

Challenge any VIC holder without ASIC supervision.

Fuel storage facility access:
•

Have authorisation to enter the area, and

•

Display your ASIC/VIC properly at all times.
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SECTION 3 – IDENTIFICATION AND ACCESS
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3.1. Identification and Access
The purpose of identification cards at Essendon Airport is to identify any person in a secure
area. Each identification card has its own requirements of issue.
The next few pages of this guide outline the different identification and access cards
Essendon Airport issues, their conditions of use, and the requirements of issue for each
type.

3.2. Security Awareness
Security awareness is a requirement for all identification cards issued by Essendon Airport
with the exception of a VIC valid for no more than 24 hours. This testing is used as an
induction tool and to confirm your understanding of the security requirements at Essendon
Airport.
Should you breach a security requirement, your ability to hold an identification or access
card may be suspended or cancelled in accordance with Essendon Airport’s terms and
conditions of issue and use.
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3.3. RED Aviation Security Identification Card (ASIC)
An Aviation Security Identification Card (ASIC) is a nationally consistent identification card
that must be held by anyone who needs frequent access to enter a security area at an
airport.

YOU MUST
•

Have an operational need to enter a security area for the purpose of
employment

•

Provide valid identification when applying for a Red ASIC

•

Undergo a background check by AusCheck

•

Successfully complete the Security Awareness Test

•

Pay for your Red ASIC in full before the application can be processed.

CONDITIONS OF ISSUE AND USE
These are only some of the conditions of issue and use for a Red ASIC; refer to the terms
and conditions of issue for further information.
•

You can only enter and remain in a secure area for the purpose of your
employment

•

The Red ASIC is issued for the use by the individual while on duty only. It
must not be given to anyone else to use

•

You must keep your Red ASIC secure at all times (even when you are not
using it)

•

Essendon Airport reserves the right to revoke an ASIC where failure to
comply with the conditions of issue are found.

It is an offence under Aviation Transport Security Regulations if you contravene the
conditions of use.
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DISPLAY You must properly display your Red ASIC at all times in a secure area, this
means:
•

Above waist height

•

On the front or side of your outer clothing, and

•

With the front of the card clearly visible.

Failure to comply with the display requirements is an offence and may result in the
cancellation of your Red ASIC, as well as a fine that may exceed $550.
RETURN
You must return your Red ASIC to your issuing body within 14 days if:
•

Your Red ASIC has expired

•

Essendon Airport notifies you that your Red ASIC has been cancelled

•

Your Red ASIC has been damaged, altered, or defaced

•

You no longer have an operational need to enter a secure area for your
employment or you have left your current employment.

It is an offence under the regulations if you fail to return your ASIC with fines
exceeding $1,500.
LOST / STOLEN
You must notify your issuing body within 24 hours if your Red ASIC has been lost, stolen, or
destroyed. A Statutory Declaration must also be provided within seven days. The holder
must also report a stolen Red ASIC to the Victoria Police and an event number must be
supplied to the issuing body at the time of notification.
SUPERVISION OF VISITORS
If you have any visitors who need to enter a secure area, you will need to make sure they
are issued with and appropriately display a valid Visitor Identification Card (VIC).
A Red ASIC holder must supervise a VIC holder whilst they are in a secure area.
Supervision of VIC holders must be completed in a manner that would allow the red ASIC
holder to report or intervene should the VIC holder commit an act of unlawful interference
with aviation.
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NOTIFICATION OF PERSONAL DETAILS CHANGES
Any change to your personal details must be reported to the issuing body within seven days.
Personal details include:
•

Change of name

•

Change of address

•

Change of contact phone numbers.

3.4. Obligation to Report Relevant Offences
ASIC holders must report any Aviation Security Relevant Offence (ASRO) to their issuing
body or AusCheck within seven days of conviction and sentencing or the holder can be
prosecuted and fined up to $5,500. The seven days commences from the date of
sentencing.
An ASRO is:
1. An offence involving dishonesty
2. An offence involving violence or a threat of violence
3. An offence involving intentional damage to property or a threat of damage to property
4. An offence constituted by the production, possession, supply, import or export of a
substance that is:
(a) a narcotic substance within the meaning of the Customs Act 1901; or
(b) a drug, within the meaning of:
(i) regulation 10 of the Customs (Prohibited Exports) Regulations 1958; or
(ii) regulation 5 of the Customs (Prohibited Imports) Regulations 1956
5. An offence, of a kind dealt with in Part II of the Crimes Act 1914, against the
Government of:
(a) the Commonwealth or a State or Territory; or
(b) a country or part of a country other than Australia
6. An offence against Part 2 of the Crimes (Aviation) Act 1991
7. An offence against Part 5.3 of the Criminal Code
8. An offence constituted by the production, possession, supply, import or export of
explosives or explosive devices
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3.5. Visitor Identification Card (VIC)
A Visitor Identification Card (VIC) is issued on a temporary basis for visitors. A VIC can be
issued for a period of 24 hours, up to a period that does not exceed 28 days within 365 days
(a calendar year).

REQUIREMENTS
YOU MUST
•

Have a requirement to enter a secure area

•

Be under the supervision of an ASIC holder while in any secure area

•

Successfully complete a VIC security awareness test if your pass is for more
than 24 hours

•

Provide photo identification on application of VIC

•

Accept the terms and conditions associated with VIC issue.

CONDITIONS OF ISSUE AND USE ISSUE
•

VICs are issued to persons who require access to a secure area for a lawful
purpose

•

A VIC is issued on a short-term basis only. If a person requires regular
access beyond 28 days within 365 days they will need to apply for an ASIC

•

Essendon Airport reserves the right to revoke a VIC when failures to comply
with the conditions of issue are found.
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USE
•

A VIC holder can only enter and remain in a Secure Area for a lawful purpose

•

An ASIC holder must supervise the VIC holder at all times when the VIC
holder is in an airport security area

•

The ASIC holder must have visual contact with the VIC holder at all times
whilst in an airport security area and be in a position to intervene should an
act of unlawful interference be identified

•

The VIC holder must remove themselves from an airport security area if ASIC
supervision has ceased

•

The VIC holder must not enter or remain in an airport security area for
purposes other than their employment

•

The VIC is issued for the use of the individual only while on duty. It must not
be given to anyone else to use

•

You must keep your VIC secure at all times (even when you are not using it).

DISPLAY
You must properly display your VIC at all times in a secure area, this means:
•

above waist height

•

on the front or side of your outer clothing, and

•

with the front of the card clearly visible.

RETURN
The holder of a VIC must return it to Essendon Airport when:
•

the VIC expires

•

the holder has been notified it has been cancelled

•

the VIC has been damaged, altered or defaced

•

the holder no longer needs to enter the relevant Secure Area for an
operational requirement.

LOST OR STOLEN
You must notify Essendon Airport within 24-hours on 0418 335 549 or
aviationreporting@ef.com.au if your VIC has been lost, stolen, or destroyed. A Statutory
Declaration must also be provided within seven days.
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3.6. Airside Access Fobs
The Essendon Airport Terminal Access Card will only be issued to you if you have
employment or operational requirements at Essendon Airport.
CONDITIONS OF USE AND ISSUE ISSUE
•
•
•

An access fob can only be issued with written approval from your manager
Photo Identification must be produced at the time of application
The access fob will be linked to the holder’s ASIC expiry date (if applicable)
and the Terminal Access Card will automatically be blocked when the ASIC
expires.

•

You can only use your access fob to gain entry to a secure area for a lawful
purpose
You must not give your access fob to anyone else
You must keep your access fob secure at all times (even when you are not
using it).

USE

•
•
RETURN

You must return your access fob to Essendon Airport within seven days if:
•

Your access is no longer required (eg you have left your employment)

•

Essendon Airport notifies you that your terminal access has been revoked

•

Your access fob is not working.

Note: If you have ceased employment, you must notify Essendon Airport immediately. You
must also return your access fob to Essendon Airport.
LOST / STOLEN
You must notify Essendon Airport within 24 hours on 0418 335 549 or
aviationreporting@ef.com.au if your access fob has been lost, stolen, or destroyed so that
access to the fob can be blocked. A statutory declaration is also required.
PAYMENT
The issue of an access fob incurs a fee. Your fob will be blocked if payment is not received.
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3.7. Issue, refusal, cancellation or suspension of an ASIC, VIC or
access fob
Essendon Airport may refuse to process an application if the applicant:
•

Does not complete all sections on the form, or

•

Has not provided the legislated identification documentation, or

•

Has provided information which is deemed false or misleading.

Essendon Airport may also cancel or suspend any form of identification and / or access fob if
the holder fails to comply with the conditions of issue. These can include:
•

Failing to comply with Security regulations.

•

Failing to supervise the holder of a VIC while in a secure area

•

Failing to supervise a grey ASIC holder while in an airside security area

•

Misuse of a Terminal Access or Identification card for any reason

•

Being found in a secure area other than for an operational purpose

•

Failing to display valid identification as required

•

Failing to report an Aviation Security related offence to Essendon Airport, or

•

Failing to notify Essendon Airport should you:


No longer need access to a secure area



Change employers



Change residential address, name, gender, or contact details.

Essendon Airport may also cancel or suspend any form of identification and / or access fob if
guided by the Office of Transport Security (OTS), Australian Federal Police (AFP), or
Victoria Police to do so.
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SECTION 4 – SECURITY SCREENING
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4.1. Security Screening
Security screening occurs at the public entry point to the domestic Sterile Areas.

Persons and goods entering a Sterile Area through a screening point must undergo
screening and be cleared before entering the area.
This process includes walking through a metal detector, and may include explosive trace
detection (ETD) testing on persons and items.
Persons who refuse any function of the screening process will not be permitted into a sterile
area. Items not permitted in the sterile area are specified under federal legislation.
Some examples of such items include, but are not limited to:
Sporting goods, kitchen utensils, tools, and other things with sharp edges or points capable
of injuring a person. Knives (including leatherworkers knives), ice axes and ice picks, rock
climbing equipment (such as pitons, hooks, hammers and bolts), crampons, ice skates, meat
cleavers, axes, hatchets, metal cutlery, open razors (also called straight razors), scalpels, ski
poles, darts, drill, box cutters, utility knives, saws, screwdrivers, crowbars, hammers, pliers
and wrenches.
Sharp things that are not weapons but are capable (with or without modification) of causing
harm by penetration. Letter openers, bodkins, razor blades, hypodermic needles (whether or
not attached to syringes), pointed metal scissors.
Blunt things able to be used to bludgeon or threaten to bludgeon a person. Baseball, softball
and cricket bats, hockey and lacrosse sticks, billiard, pool or snooker cues, golf clubs, any
other piece of wood, metal or any other substance big enough to threaten someone.
For security reasons you must keep your possessions with you at all times.
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SECTION 5 – SECURITY SUMMARY
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MEETERS AND GREETERS
Meeting and greeting, or farewelling family, friends or colleagues airside is not permitted;
even if you are wearing your security identification. Doing so may lead to prosecution and
loss of your Red ASIC and other approved cards.
DISPLAY OF IDENTIFICATION
A security identification card is properly displayed when it is attached on outer clothing:
•

above waist height

•

at the front or side of the body, and

•

clearly visible.

Report and challenge any person in a Secure Area not wearing or displaying a valid security
identification card.
TAILGATING
Tailgating is the practice of:
•

A person following you through an access point without using their Terminal
Access Card to gain entry

•

You allowing a person to follow you through an access point.

If you are supervising someone into a secure area, provide the access then proceed directly
behind them using your access fob each time. This is acceptable practice. Tailgating is
highly dangerous and leads to the breakdown of security. Challenge any person attempting
to use your access control for their entry into a secure area. Report anyone engaging in
tailgating.
OFF-DUTY
When you are off-duty you are not authorised to go into Secure Areas. You may be
prosecuted and your security identification and access fob may be revoked.
CLOSE DOORS
Close doors behind you and ensure that they are fully locked. If you see a security door
wedged open, close it and report it to aviationreporting@ef.com.au .
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WELL MAINTAINED FENCES AND ACCESS POINTS
Damaged fences and access points make it easy for people to gain unauthorised access to
a security area. Report any damaged fences and access points to CAR 1 0418 335 549.
PARKING NEAR AN AIRSIDE FENCE
Report any illegal parking of vehicles or any object near an airside fence. Do not leave
vehicles or equipment within three metres on either side of an airside security fence. If you
see items within three metres of an airside security fence; report the instance to
CAR 1 0418 335 549.
SECURITY GATES
When entering a Security Area through a vehicle gate, all persons in the vehicle must
display valid identification. Vehicles entering through these points may be subject to a
security inspection.
Unescorted driving on the airside area is subject to Essendon Airport approval and the driver
must hold a valid Airside Driving Authority (ADA). Persons who do not have an ADA must be
escorted by an ADA qualified ASIC holder.
SECURITY ENFORCEMENT
Security at Essendon Airport is monitored and enforced by OTS, Victoria Police, the AFP,
contracted security staff, and Essendon Airport Operations staff.

UNATTENDED ITEMS
Unattended items have been identified as a security risk at Essendon Airport.
It is the responsibility of all staff members to be vigilant and aware of any changes to the
work place. This includes identifying unattended items, which could pose a risk to staff and
the public. Remember do not put yourself at further risk. Suspicious or unattended items
should only be approached by Essendon Airport staff members or security officers who have
the appropriate training.
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Listed below is a basic procedure to follow if an unattended item is discovered in the
workplace.
1. Identify that the item is unattended
2. Do not open, touch, tilt, or tamper with the item
3. Contact EAPL CAR 1 (NOTE: radio or mobile phone communications must be made from
a position at least 15 metres away from the item).
Whilst waiting for the Operations Officers to arrive:
1. Do not touch, tilt, or tamper the item
2. Do not allow other persons to touch tilt or tamper with the item
3. Pass all information to the Essendon Airport responder.
PACKAGES
Never accept or agree to safeguard packages, items (including keys) or luggage on behalf of
someone else. Do not accept deliveries unless you are expecting them.
BOMB THREATS
•

Treat every threat as real

•

Strictly follow your company’s procedures

•

Notify the CAR 1

•

If the threat relates to another organisation, they should be notified as well

•

Write down every detail of the threat and the person making the threat. This will
significantly assist in the assessment of the bomb threat

•

Pass all threat information on to CAR 1 for assessment.

SECURITY BREACH OR CONCERN
If you observe a security breach – report it.
If you observe security identification or access misuse or non display – report it.
If you see something that is not right – report it.
REPORTING TO ESSENDON AIRPORT
Report incidents to CAR 1 – 0418 335 549
Non urgent issues may be reported to aviationreporting@ef.com.au
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